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Abstract

Original Article

IntroductIon

Knowledge-based treatment planning (KBP) with a 
machine-learning technique is an approach used to reduce 
variations in plan quality in high-precision radiotherapy, 
thereby improving planning consistency.[1] A commercial KBP 
module, RapidPlan® (Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, 
CA, USA), has been released for use with the Eclipse (Varian) 
treatment planning system. The KBP uses a statistical model 
generated from a library of clinically accepted, high-quality 
plans to train dose–volume histograms (DVHs).[1,2] This model 
predicts an achievable DVH range and generates dose–volume 
objectives based on the relationships between geometric and 
dosimetric features, to optimize intensity-modulated radiation 

therapy and volumetric-modulated arc therapy (VMAT) 
plans.[1,2]

Many studies have reported that KBP can generate better 
(or at least comparable) dosimetric results at some anatomical 
sites.[1-15] Our previous study showed that KBP with one-time 
auto-optimization could create an acceptable VMAT plan for 
prostate cancer that could be used in clinical practice with no 
major problems concerning dosimetric accuracy or mechanical 
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performance.[10,16] Ueda et al. suggested that sharing the KBP 
model could enable other institutions to reproduce the dose 
distributions, although whether the registered DVH curves 
match the plan design of the institution required verification.[17] 
However, the volumes over which high doses were delivered 
to organs at risks (OARs) in the KBP were inferior to those 
of clinical plans (CPs)[10,16] because the doses applied to 
any overlapping regions of the target and OARs were not 
considered in the KBP system.[18] Some reports described the 
effects of outliers in the KBP model on the plan quality, or 
investigated whether a “cleaned-up” KBP model created by 
removing the outlier plans or structures which have potential 
of the negative effect on the model could improve the plan’s 
quality.[1,19-21] Aviles et al. showed that the DVHs estimated 
using cleaned-up KBP had greater accuracy.[20] In contrast, 
Hussein et al.[1] and Delaney et al.[21] reported that statistical 
outliers had no significant impact on plan quality. Therefore, it 
remains unclear whether a cleaned-up KBP model can improve 
plan quality. Additionally, the modeling process itself is not 
completely understood.

The purpose of this study was to investigate how a cleaned-up 
KBP model affects the plan quality of VMAT for new prostate 
cancer patients. For this study, we created a cleaned-up KBP 
model by excluding outlying items according to the DVH and/
or regression plots, and investigated whether the cleaned-up 
KBP model could improve the plan quality involving the 
target–OAR overlap region with one-time auto-optimization 
application, which is easy to install in a clinical situation. The 
one-time auto-optimization can eliminate the subjectivity and 
heuristics, which results in the standardization of high VMAT 
plan quality at many institutions.

MaterIals and Methods

Volumetric‑modulated arc therapy planning for prostate 
cancer
Thirty prostate cancer patients (T1–T2c) who underwent 
VMAT with CPs during 2016–2017 were selected for 
the KBP model validation. All VMAT plans for prostate 
cancer were created using 10-MV photon beams, two full 
arcs (gantry angles rotating clockwise from 181° to 179° 
and counterclockwise from 179° to 181°), and collimator 
angles of 30° and 330°, calculated using the Varian analytic 
anisotropic algorithm[22] and the Eclipse treatment planning 
system (version 13.6; Varian Medical Systems, Palo Alto, 
CA, USA) of a TrueBeam® radiotherapy system (Varian).[16] 
The clinical target volume (CTV) in the present study was 
defined as the prostate and seminal vesicle. It was delineated 
by experienced radiation oncologists. The planning target 
volume (PTV) was defined as a 6-mm posterior margin and 
a 10-mm margin in all other directions added to the CTV, to 
reduce the dose at the prostate–rectal interface. The OARs were 
the rectal and bladder walls. The rectum was delineated as a 
region up to 1.0 cm above and below the PTV. The rectal and 
bladder walls were delineated as regions 4.0 mm inside the 

outer surface of the rectum and bladder. The prescribed dose 
was 78 Gy in 39 fractions to 95% of the volume of the PTV 
minus the rectum (PTV − R).[16] All patients underwent urine 
collection for 1–2 h before computed tomography simulation 
and treatment.

The clinical goals and acceptable criteria for treatment plans 
in our institution are shown in Table 1.[16,23] The overlap region 
between the PTV and rectal wall was covered with a 90% 
isodose line.

Original knowledge‑based treatment planning model 
library
The KBP model was trained with fifty cases of T1–T2c prostate 
cancer treated during 2015–2016. This model was defined 
as the original KBP model (KBPORIG). Informed consent 
was obtained from all patients, and our institutional ethics 
committee approved this study (institutional review board 
number: 29–133).

The KBP model configuration and training process are well 
explained in the literature.[5,7,10] The fifty structures of the 
PTV − R, rectum, and bladder were registered in the original 
KBP library. The geometric and dosimetric outliers were not 
excluded from this KBPORIG model.

Methods for cleaning‑up the knowledge‑based treatment 
planning model
Three cleaned-up KBP models were derived from the KBPORIG 
model:
1. Cleaned cases by removing the plans that did not meet 

the clinical goal of the dosimetric parameters; derived 
from DVH plots (KBPC-DVH model)

2. Cleaned cases by removing the plans that were outside ±1 
standard deviation (SD); derived from principal 
component analysis (PCA) regression plots (KBPC-REG 
model)

3. Cleaned cases by removing the plans using the filters 
(1 and 2) (KBPC-ALL model).

The schema of the cleaned-up KBP modeling methods are 
shown in Figure 1. The clean-up processes were performed 
using the above-mentioned methods and a Varian model 

Table 1: Clinical goal and acceptable criteria for each 
structure in our institution

Parameter Clinical goal (%) Acceptable criteria (%)
PTV-R Dmax <110

D95 100
Dmean >99, <103

Rectal 
wall

V40 Gy <60 <65
V60 Gy <30 <35
V70 Gy <20 <25
V78 Gy <1

Bladder 
wall

V40 Gy <60 <65
V70 Gy <35

PTV−R: Planning target volume minus the rectum
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analytical tool.[21] The number of rectal and bladder structures 
used to train the model was 34 and 48 for the KBPC-DVH model, 
37 and 33 for the KBPC-REG model, and 26 and 33 for the 
KBPC-ALL model, respectively. The volume of the PTV-R in all 
KBP models was within the range of 56.28–202.94 cm3. The 
rectal volume ranges for the KBPORIG, KBPC-DVH, KBPC-REG, 
and KBPC-ALL models were 28.39–117.26 cm3, 28.39–116.46 
cm3, 33.39–117.26 cm3, and 33.39–116.46 cm3, respectively. 
The bladder volume ranges for the KBPORIG, KBPC-DVH, 
KBPC-REG, and KBPC-ALL models were 49.18–486.52 cm3, 
58.08–486.52 cm3, 58.08–486.52 cm3, and 58.08–486.52 cm3, 
respectively. All objectives for the KBP models were generated 
automatically.

Plan evaluation
The thirty plans used for the KBP validation were compared 
across the CPs and four KBPs using the following dosimetric 
parameters.[16]

1. Maximum (Dmax), minimum (Dmin), and mean (Dmean) 
doses of the PTV–R volume (D95 = 100%)

2. Homogeneity index = 100 × (D2% − D98%)/D50%, where 
D98%, D2%, and D50% are doses received by 98%, 2%, and 
50% of the PTV − R, respectively[24]

3. The 95% isodose conformity index (CI95) = V95%/
VPTV − R, where V95% is the volume covered by 95% of 
the prescribed dose (74.1 Gy), and VPTV − R is the PTV–R 
volume[1]

4. Dose–volume parameters of the rectal wall: V40 Gy, V60 Gy, 
V70 Gy, V78 Gy

5. Dose–volume parameters of the bladder wall: V40 Gy, V70 Gy
6. Modulation complexity scores (MCSs) and monitor 

unit (MU) values.[10] The MCS assesses the variability 
between multi-leaf collimator positions and the aperture 
opening, and has values ranging from 0 to 1, with lower 
values indicating greater modulation.[1]

Statistical analysis
Data were expressed as means and SDs, unless otherwise 
indicated. The Wilcoxon signed-rank test was used to compare 
continuous variables and trends between the each KBP model 
and the CP. All statistical analyses were performed using R 
version 3.4.2 (The R Foundation for Statistical Computing, 
Vienna, Austria). P < 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical 
significance.

results

Table 2 summarizes the results of the dosimetric parameters 
and plan complexity between the each KBP model and the CP. 
Figures 2 and 3 compare the dose parameters between each 
KBP model and its CP for PTV − R and OARs.

The values of Dmin and Dmean for PTV–R were comparable 
between the CP and all KBPs. Regarding Dmax for PTV − R, 
all KBPs were statistically significantly lower than those with 

Figure 1: Schema of the cleaned‑up KBP modeling methods. The KBPC‑DVH model was created by excluding cases that did not meet the clinical goal 
based on DVH plots. The KBPC‑REG model was created by excluding cases outside ±1 standard deviation from PCA regression plots. Finally, the KBPC‑ALL 
model was created by excluding all cleaned‑up cases as in both the KBPC‑DVH and KBPC‑REG models. KBP: Knowledge‑based treatment planning, DVH: 
Dose–volume histogram, PCA: Principal component analysis
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Figure 3: (a) V40Gy of rectal wall, (b) V60Gy of rectal wall, (c) V70Gy of rectal wall, (d) V78Gy of rectal wall, (e) V40Gy of bladder wall, and (f) V70Gy 
of bladder wall. Comparison of dose parameters for the organs at risks for all knowledge‑based treatment plannings and clinical plans. Middle, lower, 
and upper lines in each box are the median value, first quartile, and third quartile, respectively. Whisker values do not contain the outliers, which are 
plotted as individual points.
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Figure 2: (a) Dmax, (b) Dmin, (c) Dmean, (d) HI, and (e) CI95. Comparison of dose parameters for the PTV − R among the KBPs and the clinical 
plans. Middle, lower, and upper lines in each box are the median value, first quartile, and third quartile, respectively. Whisker values do not contain 
the outliers, which are plotted as individual points. PTV − R: Planning target volume minus the rectum, KBP: Knowledge‑based treatment planning
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Table 2: Dosimetric parameters and plan complexity for each knowledge‑based treatment planning model and clinical 
plan.

Parameter CP KBPORIG KBPC‑DVH KBPC‑REG KBPC‑ALL

PTV-R Dmax (%) 106.63±1.31 105.61±0.50 105.77±0.93 105.63±0.54 105.66±0.69
Dmin (%) 91.90±2.74 91.54±1.67 91.58±1.87 91.76±1.64 91.53±1.60
Dmean (%) 102.30±0.66 102.01±0.31 102.09±0.36 102.08±0.27 102.06±0.29
HI 0.053±0.013 0.047±0.003 0.048±0.006 0.047±0.004 0.047±0.004
CI95 1.28±0.065 1.19±0.025 1.18±0.024 1.19±0.025 1.19±0.023

Rectal 
wall

V40 Gy (%) 48.95±6.38 49.24±4.94 49.35±3.96 50.51±4.94 50.05±5.28
V60 Gy (%) 26.90±4.32 27.62±4.32 27.58±3.94 27.85±4.69 27.52±4.54
V70 Gy (%) 15.00±3.49 15.94±2.25 15.86±2.15 15.69±2.80 15.61±2.33
V78 Gy (%) 0.07±0.17 0.35±0.29 0.44±0.47 0.33±0.36 0.29±0.24

Bladder 
wall

V40 Gy (%) 38.56±10.80 38.34±14.38 37.91±13.38 38.36±13.75 38.23±13.71
V70 Gy (%) 21.00±6.40 20.47±6.19 20.29±7.23 20.39±7.29 20.31±7.38

MU 619.20±60.88 621.26±24.77 625.26±37.90 619.41±30.28 625.11±26.92
MCS 0.27±0.022 0.27±0.015 0.27±0.020 0.27±0.017 0.27±0.018
Results are expressed as means±1 SD. KBP: Knowledge-based treatment planning, CP: Clinical plan, MCSs: Modulation complexity scores, MU: Monitor 
unit, PTV-R: Planning target volume minus the rectum, SD: Standard deviation

Figure 4: DVH‑based curves of the rectal wall for cases that did not pass the criterion of V78 Gy <1% for any of the four KBP models. The KBPORIG, 
KBPC‑DVH, and KBPC‑REG models had two cases (a and b), four cases (a and c‑e), and three cases (c, f and g), respectively, that did not meet the 
V78 Gy <1% criterion. The DVH curves for KBPORIG, KBPC‑DVH, and KBPC‑REG show a long tail close to the maximum dose in some cases, whereas that 
for KBPC‑ALL had no tail in any case. KBP: Knowledge‑based treatment planning, DVH: Dose–volume histogram
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the CP (P < 0.001). For the homogeneity of PTV − R, all 
KBPs were better than that found with the CP, although only 
KBPORIG showed a statistically significant difference from the 
CP (P = 0.04). Additionally, the PTV − R coverage of all KBPs 
was more conformal than that of the CP (P < 0.001). For the 
OARs, the dose parameters of all KBPs were comparable to 
those of the CP, except for the V78 Gy of the rectal wall. The 
V78 Gy of the rectal wall was significantly higher for all KBPs 
than for the CPs. However, the KBPC-ALL was the only planning 
whose V78 Gy of the rectal wall was <1% for all cases, whereas 
KBPORIG, KBPC-DVH, and KBPC-REG resulted in two, four, and 
three cases, respectively, with a V78 Gy of the rectal wall >1%.

Figure 4 shows the DVH curves of the cases that did not pass 
the criterion of V78 Gy <1% for any of the four KBP models. 
The DVH curves for the KBPORIG, KBPC-DVH, and KBPC-REG 
models display a long tail close to the maximum dose in some 
cases with V78 Gy >1%, whereas none of the KBPC-ALL curves 
show such a tail. KBPC-DVH and KBPC-REG had one case each 
with V60 Gy of the rectal wall >35%. KBPORIG had one case with 
V40 Gy of the bladder wall >65% and one case with V70 Gy of the 
bladder wall >35%, whereas KBPC-REG had one case with V40 Gy 
of the bladder wall >65%. Hence, only KBPC-ALL fulfilled all 
the criteria for all cases. For the MU and MCS, there were no 
significant differences in CP and each KBP model.

dIscussIon

In this study, we investigated how the cleanup of KBP models 
affected the quality of a VMAT plan for treating prostate 
cancer with one-time auto-optimization. The cleaned-up KBPs, 
based on DVH and regression plots, may overcome one of the 
characteristics of KBPs that the high-dose delivered volumes 
of the OARs are inferior to those of the CPs.

Other studies have also investigated the effect of a cleaned-up 
KBP model on plan quality.[1,19-21] Delaney et al. showed the 
effect of dosimetric outliers for head-and-neck cancer and 
concluded that the cleaned-up KBP did not improve the plan 
quality, although the presence of many outliers deteriorated the 
plan quality.[21] Hussein et al. established a model in the pelvic 
region and also noted that the cleaned-up KBP model had no 
significant impact.[1] Conversely, Aviles et al. concluded that a 
cleaned-up KBP could improve the accuracy of the estimated 
DVHs,[20] although its usefulness in a new patient was unclear. 
Our study showed that in new patients, a cleaned-up KBP 
model could address weak points where the PTV overlapped 
with an organ. The KBPC-ALL model was the only one that did 
not generate cases with V78 Gy >1%, as shown in Figures 3d and 
4, although KBPORIG, KBPC-DVH, and KBPC-REG had two, four, 
and three such cases, respectively, among the thirty evaluated 
clinical cases. Additionally, KBPC-ALL was the only model that 
could meet all the criteria of the dosimetric parameters, as 
shown in Table 2 and Figures 2 and 3, although only a few 
structures were used. Thus, cleaned-up KBPs could improve 
the accuracy of estimated DVHs, especially in regions of 
high-dose delivery where a long tail appears following a 

close-to-maximum dose to the OARs (estimated using DVHs), 
as shown by Aviles et al.[20]

KBPs were shown to be inferior to clinically accepted plans 
for the high-dose volumes delivered to OARs[10,16] because the 
only priority in the KBP system was the PTV, although the line 
objectives for the OARs were used during the optimization 
process. These line objectives for the OARs were placed 
horizontally in the overlap region between the PTV and OARs 
to prevent underdosing with the PTV.[10,18] The KBP model 
has heuristic factors, one of which may be manual clean-up 
modeling derived from both DVH and PCA regression plots, 
although the upgraded version of the KBP software may 
solve this problem. This KBP modeling method may be 
helpful for updating the KBP model and for creating a KBP 
model that could be used in treatment sites with many overlap 
regions, such as in head-and-neck cancer. The performance 
of the cleaned-up database has been described; few got some 
advantages, whereas few did not get any.[21] Cleaning up the 
database may be an obvious fact; however, no previous reports 
described step-wise outlier cleanup of the database. In this 
study, we showed that the KBPC-ALL model could improve plan 
quality in the overlap region, while the KBPC-DVH and KBPC-REG 
models might be inferior to the CP and the plans generated 
with the original model. Cleaning up of a KBP model must be 
performed carefully with adequate model validations.

conclusIons

The cleaned-up KBP model created using both DVH and 
PCA regression plots could improve plan quality, especially 
for overlap regions, without causing any deterioration in the 
coverage of the target with one-time auto-optimization for 
prostate VMAT.
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